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This article is based on three lectures "Conformal geometry and analysis on minimal 
representations " delivered at the 22nd Winter School, GEOMETRY AND PHYSICS, 
Czech Republic, Sumava Mountains, January 12-19, 2002. 
We shall illustrate a recent progress on the interaction of conformal geometry with 
unitary representations of Lie groups and global analysis of ultra-hyperbolic differential 
equations. 
The lectures are organized as follows: 
Lecture 1 (§1 and §2). For any pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M,gM), we construct 
naturally a representation w of the conformal group G := Conf(M, #M) on the solution 
space Ker AM of the Yamabe equation (see Theorem 1.7). Let H := Isom(M, gM) 
be the group of isometries. Then H is naturally a subgroup of G. A new line of 
investigation about the representation (wy Ker AM) is initiated by raising the following 
Problems A ~ D (see §1.8): 
Problem A (non-vanishing). When is Ker AM ¥" {0} ? 
Problem B (irreducibility). Is (zu, Ker AM) irreducible as a representation of G ? 
Problem C (unitarization). Find a G-invariant inner product on Ker AM (if exists). 
Problem D (branching law). Decompose the representation w into irreducibles of H. 
Then, we examine these problems in a special case (see Theorem 2.4): 
M~SP x Sq, 
gM is the standard pseudo-Riemannian metric of signature (p, <j), 
Coni(M,gM)c*0{p+l,q+l). 
Materials in §1 and §2 are taken from [20]. 
The paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted elsewhere. 
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Lecture 2 (§3). Our object of the second lecture is the space of global solutions of 
the ultra-hyperbolic operator 
d2 d2 d2 d2 
which equals the Yamabe operator on the flat pseudo-Riemannian manifold Rp,q. Moti-
vated by recent results on "minimal" unitary representations of semisimple Lie groups, 
we construct in a natural way a "Hilbert space" of global solutions on Rp+q such that 
the (meromorphic) conformal group 0(p + 1, q -f-1) acts as a unitary representation 
under the assumption that p + q > 2 is even and p,'q > 1. Main results of the sec-
ond lecture are Theorems 3.4 and 3.6, which present explicitly the inner product. 
The interesting property about this inner product is its large invariance group; even 
translational invariance amounts to a remarkable "conservation law" in the case of the 
Minkowski space (p = 1). By heuristic argument based on Sato's hyper functions as 
boundary values of holomorphic functions, we try to explain key ingredients of the 
inner product such as an explicit form of the Green kernel and an integral expression 
over non-characteristic hyperplanes. This treatment will play a complementary role 
to [22], where we gave a proof of Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 in a rigorous and rather different 
way. 
Lecture 3 (§4 and §5). The third lecture focuses on branching laws, especially, from 
the conformal group to the isometry subgroup. A key observation here is that if 
(M\,gMx), (M2)gM2)) '•*
 a r e conformally equivalent pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, 
then the distinguished representations of the (mutually isomorphic) conformal groups 
are isomorphic to one another. On the other hand, they are realized in different geo-
metric models, and moreover, the subgroups of isometries vary. Thus, the branching 
laws to various isometry subgroups give a clue to understand the distinguished repre-
sentation of the conformal group. We review a general framework of branching laws 
with emphasis on discretely decomposable cases, and then examine some concrete ex-
amples arising from pseudo-hyperbolic spaces. Materials of §4 are taken from [13], 
[14], [15], [17]. Main results of §5 are proved in (or readily deduced from) [21]. The 
presentation of §5 differs from [21] in the point that we put more emphasis here on 
Problems A ~ D for the solution space Ker AxPi, on the pseudo-hyperbolic spaces XPyq 
(see Theorem 5.4), so that the readers can have an overview on the current status of 
Problems A ~ D for the classical pseudo-Riemannian manifolds Sp x 59 , Rp,q and XPtqi 
respectively in §2, §3 and §5 in this exposition. 
Acknowledgment: The author expresses his sincere gratitude to the organizers for 
the warm hospitality and the opportunity to participate in the Winter School. He also 
thanks the participants for their patience and active feed-back during the School. 
§1. CONFORMAL GEOMETRY AND DISTINGUISHED REPRESENTATIONS 
1.1. Let (M,gM) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold, and Conf ( M , # M ) denote the 
group of conformal transformations of (M, gM). The aim of this section is to construct 
a distinguished representation w of the group Conf(M,#M) on the solution space 
Ker AM of the Yamabe equation, and to pin down some fundamental questions on 
Ker AM from a view point of representation theory. 
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1.2. Let (M, <7M) and (N,gN) be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. 
Definition 1.2. A local diffeomorphism $ : M -» N is called conformal if there 
exists a positive function Cl G C7°°(M) such that 
(1.2.1) $*(gIv,*(*)) = fi(x)2gM,x for any x G M. 
We note that $ is an isometry if and only if Q = 1. 
1.3. For a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M^M), we write 
AM : the Laplace-Beltram operator, 
KM ' the scalar curvature of M, 
~ n — 2 
AM = AM — 77 TTKM > the Yamabe operator. 
4(n — 1) 
Here, the scalar curvature KM is a smooth function on M by definition, and it also 
acts on C°°(M) as a multiplication in the Yamabe operator. 
Example 1.3. We equip Rn and Sn with standard Riemannian metrics. Then 
1) For R»; KRn = 0 and ARn = £, + • • • + -g-. 
2) For Sn; KSn = n(n - 1) and ASn = ASn - \n(n - 2). 
Similar formulas will be given in (3.LI) and (5.LI) for pseudo-Riemannian manifolds 
W* and XPiq, of constant sectional curvature, respectively. 
1.4. Suppose $ : M -> N is a smooth map. We write $* : C°°(N) - • C°°(M) for 
its pull-back. It is easy to see that if $ is an isometry then 
(1.4.1) <S>*oAN = A M o $ * . 
A generalization of (1.4.1) is given in [25] for a conformal map $, namely, 
(1.4.2) $}*¥$* o AN = AM O ft^S*. 
Here Qx is regarded as a multiplication operator on C°°(M). In particular, we have 
Corollary 1.4. Suppose $ is surjective and conformal. Then, for f G C°°(N), 
ANf = 0 & A M ( f i ^ ( * 7 ) ) = 0. 
In the case n = 2, we have AM = AM and AN = AN. Then Corollary 1.4 means: 
ANf = 0 & A M ( $ 7 ) = 0. 
This corresponds to a well-known fact on complex analysis of one variable: if f is 
harmonic and $ is holomorphic, then the composition f o $ is harmonic. 
1.6. Suppose a group G acts conformally on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M, 0M)-
This means that there exists a positive-valued function Q, on the direct product ma-
nifold G x M such that 
L*h(9MtLh.x) = fi(^, X)
29M,X for any x e M and /i G G, 
where we write the action of h as L^ : M —• M. 
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Fix A G C, and we define a linear map w\(h~l) : C°°(M) -> CQO(M) by 
(*\{h-l)f){x):=n{h,x)xf{Lh.x). 
Since L : G —> Diffeo(M) is a group homomorphism, the conformal factor Q, satisfies 
a cocycle condition 
Slihifax) = fi(/ii,Lh2x) Sl(h2lx) (huh2 G H,x G M), 
and in turn, the map VJ\ : G —• GL(C°°(M)) becomes a group homomorphism. Hence, 
we have formed a family of representations (vo\, C°°(M)) of G with parameter A G C. 
Remark. If G acts on M as isometries, then fl = 1 and consequently the represen-
tation XUA does not depend on the complex parameter A. 
Now, the formula (1.4.2) is interpreted in terms of representation theory as follows: 
Lemma 1.6. The Yamabe operator AM : C°°(M) -> C°°(M) intertwines zu^i and 
Wn±2. Namely, we have 
(1.6.1) -jn±2(h) o A M = AAfOUn-2(ft) for any h G G. 
1.7. Lemma 1.6 leads us to construct a representation of G on the space of solutions: 
Theorem 1.7 (see [20, Theorem 2.5]). Ker AM is a representation of G via zun-2. 
We shall write (ti7,Ker AM) for this representation. As we shall see in §2, it can 
happen that Ker AM is infinite dimensional even if M is compact in the case where 
the metric gM is indefinite. The point of Theorem 1.7 is that our construction relies 
only on the conformal structure of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. 
For a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M,gM), we write 
G := Conf (M, 0M), the conformal group, 
H := Isom(M,(7M)j the isometry group. 
Naturally we have H C G. Then, we ask: 
Problem 1.8. Understand Ker AM by means of the groups G and H. 
In particular, we focus on the following questions: 
Problem A (non-vanishing). When is Ker AM i1 {0} ? 
Problem B (irreducibility). Is (zu, Ker AM) irreducible as a representation of G ? 
Problem C (unitarization). Find a G-invariant inner product on Ker AM (if exists). 
Problem D (branching law). Decompose the representation zu into irreducibles of H. 
Problems A ~ C depend only on the conformal structure, while Problem D involves 
the pseudo-Riemannian structure of M as well. As we shall see in §2 and §5, the 
knowledge on branching laws (Problem D) is sometimes useful in solving Problems A 
and B. Conversely, if Ker AM is non-zero and irreducible (Problems A and B), then 
an invariant inner product (Problem C) is unique up to a scalar multiple by Schur's 
lemma. It seems a challenging problem to find such an inner product in an intrin-
sic way of conformal geometry if it exists. We also mention that the description of 
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the inner product (Problem C) according to the branching law (Problem D) gives a 
Parseval-Plancherel type theorem. 
So far, we have been able to find the invariant inner products explicitly only for some 
classical pseudo-Riemannian manifolds such as Sp x 5g , Rp'9, and pseudo-Riemannian 
hyperbolic spaces XVA or their product manifolds with S
r (see §2, §3 and §5). 
§2. MINIMAL UNITARY REPRESENTATION OF 0(p + 1 , q +1) 
2.1. This section gives an answer to Problems A ~ D for the direct product manifold 
M = Sp x Sq endowed with a pseudo-Riemannian metric gM of signature (p, q). 
2.2. We set up some notation. Let 
RP+i,9+i ; = t h e Euclidean space R(
p+1)+(«+1) equipped with 
the pseudo-Riemannian metric ds2 = dx\ H h dx2 — dy\ dy2, 
E:={fay)eR^l^q^:\x\ = \y\^0}) 
M := {fay) e R<P+i)+(9+D : |x| = \y\ = 1} ~ Sp x Sq. 
Then we have natural embeddings: 
M C 2 C R-*-1**1 
with each codimension one. Induced from R-,+1'«+1, we have a pseudo-Riemanniam 
metric 
9M = 9SP © (~9s<*) 
on M ~ Sp x Sq with signature (p, q). We define a positive-valued function by 
v : E —» R, (x,y) •—> |x|. 
We note that the multiplicative group R>o acts on E by dilations, and the corre-
sponding quotient space H/R>o is naturally diffeomorphic to M. Since the indefinite 
orthogonal group 0(p + 1 , ^ + 1 ) acts linearly on R P + 1 ^ + - anGi stabilizes E, it also 
acts on the quotient space H/R>0 -̂  M. This action will be denoted by L. Then, for 
h e 0(p + 1, q + 1), we have 
h- z 
Lh-* = -77—r ^ z = fay) e M. v(h • z) 
An elementary computation shows 
L*h(gMM-z) = v(h.z\2
gM^z (z e M>>' 
Hence, O(p+ 1, q + 1) acts conformally on M ^ Sp x Sg. It is known (see for example 
[11, Chapter IV]) that any conformal transformation on (M,gM) is given in this form, 
namely, we have 
(2.2.1) G := Conf(M, gM) - 0(p + 1 , q + 1). 
Then, the group of isometries of M is given by 
(2.2.2) K := Isom(M,0M) ~ 0(p + 1) x 0(q + 1). 
We note that K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. 
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2.3. (Spherical harmonics). 
We review classical results on spherical harmonics. At the end of this subsection, 
we introduce a pseudo-differential operator ( | — As*)* on the sphere Sn. 
We recall from Example 1.3 (2) that 
As* = ASn - -n(n - 2) 
is the Yamabe operator on Sn. For each / G N, we define the space of spherical 
harmonics of degree / by 
Hl(Rn+1) := {/ G C°°(Sn) : ASnf = -/(/ + n - 1)/} 
= {/ G C~(Sn) : ( i - Asn)f = (I + ^ )
2 / } -
Then 0(n + 1) acts irreducibly on W*(Rn+1) for each /, and we have a direct sum 
decomposition of Hilbert spaces: 
LҢS") ~ £ Hl(Rn+1). 
1=0 
It follows that | — Asn is a non-negative self-adjoint operator on L2(Sn). Hence, we 
can define a non-negative self-adjoint operator 
Dn:=(±-ASn)* 
on L2(Sn) with the domain of definition 
oo oo 1 
Dom(Dn) := {F = £ F t : £ ( . + Ii-^-)||J?.||£.(s.) < oo}. 
Z=0 1=0 
2.4. We return our setting M ~ Sp x Sq. We note that C°°(M) contains 
0Wa(Rp+1)<g>ft6(R*+1) 
o,6GN 
as a dense subspace. On the other hand, the Yamabe operator AM has a decomposition 
formula: 
(2.4.1) AM = ASP - As* 
(this is easy but non-trivial). Therefore, for F G C°°(M), the following three condi-
tions are equivalent: 
F G KerAM & ASPF = ASIF <* DPF = DqF. 
In particular, for a, b G N, we have 
(2.4.2) Wa(Rp+1) ® Hb(Rq+l) C Ker AM <* a + ^ - = b + - ^ . 
_ j ... 
This observation solves Problems A and D as below. We note that the right-hand side 
of (2.4.2) holds only if p + q is even. Here, we collect the answers to Problems A ~ D 
for the pseudo-Riemannian manifold Sp x Sq: 
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Theorem 2.4 (Kostant [23], Binegar-Zierau [1], Kobayashi-0rsted [20]). Let M = 
Sp x Sq be endowed with the pseudo-Riemannian metric gsp © (—gs*) • Suppose p, q > 1 
and p + q > 2. 
1) (non-vanishing) The solution space Ker AM 7-Oi/ and only if p + q is even. 
From now, we shall assume that p-\-q is even. 
2) (irreducibility) Ker AM is an irreducible representation of Conf(M,#M)-
3) (unitarization) We introduce an inner product (, )M on Ker A M with the norm 
|| ||M given by 
(2-4.3) | |F | |M := \\DPF\\LHM) (= \\DqF\\^w). 
Then, this inner product is invariant under the conformal group Conf(M, gM). 
4) (branching law; Conf(M,^M) i Isom(M,^M)) Ker AM contains 
(2.4.4) 0 na(Rp+1) 0 nb(RqJhl) (an algebraic direct sum) 
a,fc€N 
as a dense subspace. 
a+-^l--6+-ţ-
2.5. Here are some few comments on Theorem 2A. 
It follows from Theorem 2.4(2) and (3) that we can extend the representation 
(i37,KerAM) to an irreducible unitary representation of G = Conf(M, #M) on the 
completion of the pre-Hilbert space (Ker AM, (, )M)- The resulting irreducible unitary 
representation of the group G ~ 0(p + 1, g + 1) will be denoted by tu p + 1 , 9 + 1 . 
As we shall review a general theory in §4.3, the algebraic direct sum (2.4.4) has a 
structure of a (g, K)-module, for which we write (zvp+1'q+1)K-fimte' Here, 0 is the Lie 
algebra of G. Since the isometry group K ~ 0(p + 1) x 0(q + 1) acts irreducibly on 
each summand of (2.4.4), Theorem 2.4 (4) may be regarded as a branching law from 
G = Conf(M,0M) to K = Isom(M,gM). 
As for the relations of Theorem 2.4 (3) and (4), it is useful to write the inner product 
(, )M according to the branching law: if F = Sa>6Pa.& € Ker AM then the formula 
(2.4.3) is equivalent to the following Parseval-Plancherel type theorem: 
(2.5-1) IIFH3, = £ (b+^WaAlUuy 
a+- ţ±=ò+-- 1 
a,6eN, 
This formula will be generalized in Theorem 5.6 in the case where isometry groups are 
not necessarily compact. 
2.6. Let us mention briefly the ideas of the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
As we have already discussed, our approach to the branching law (Problem D) relies 
on the decomposition formula (2.4.1) of the Yamabe operator. Then the non-vanishing 
condition (Problem A) is an immediate corollary. 
The irreducibility (Problem B) is more difficult. In §5, we shall find other branching 
laws of the same representation E7P+1'9+- to various non-compact subgroups (Theorem 
5.6). They are discretely decomposable, and informative enough to conclude that 
the original representation vo^1^1 is irreducible. This is an idea adopted in [21, 
Theorem 7.6]. Another proof for the irreducibility given in [1] is based on a careful 
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computation of the action of the Lie algebra g on (t-7p+1,(7+1)^.finite (see also [7], [27] 
for similar computations in a closely related setting). 
For the unitarization, there are two proofs known (see [1], [20]), but we do not 
mention here even the ideas. Instead, we shall discuss more details on the unitarization 
problem for the solution space on the flat space Rp,q in §3. 
2.7, The representation vop+1'q+1 is so called a minimal unitary representation of 
0(p + 1,9 + 1) forp + g > 4, and is interesting by its own right in representation 
theory of semisimple Lie groups. The Weil representation (sometimes called the os-
cillator representation or the Segal-Shale-Weil representation) yields another example 
of minimal unitary representations. There has been a very extensive literature on the 
Weil representation, while our representation tup+1'9+1 has been paid attention only 
quite recently since Kostant's work on 50(4,4) [23]. Our approach to the representa-
tion tup+1,<7+1 is based on conformal geometry. There are also other (more algebraic) 
approaches (e.g. [1], [8], [7], [23]) to the same representation zup+ltq+l. This rep-
resentation will be constructed also in §3 and §5 on locally conformally equivalent 
pseudo-Riemannian manifolds whose isometry groups are non-compact. 
§3 CANONICAL HlLBERT SPACE OF ULTRA-HYPERBOLIC SOLUTIONS 
3.1. In this section, we consider the following ultra-hyperbolic operator: 
,onx n d2 d2 d2 d2 
(3.1.1) DRP,, = _ + . . . + _ _ _ _ 
on Rn = Rp+9 (p, q > 1). It coincides with the Yamabe operator ARP,g on R
p,g, because 
the curvature tensor vanishes on Rp,g. 
For Rp,gr, the conformal group is not larger than the isometry group, namely, 
Conf(Rp,<?) = Isom(Rp'*) ~ 0(p, ?) xRp,<?. 
As we shall see in §3.7, we have a conformal compactification: 
(3.1.2) Rp,<7 -> (Sp x Sq)/Z2 
through which 0(p + 1,0 + 1) acts meromorphically and conformally on Rp,?. In-
stead of Coni(Rp,q), our analysis on KerD^P,q will be studied by the larger group, 
Confm(Rp'9), of meromorphic conformal transformations. Our main concern in this 
section is with Problem C in this sense, namely, 
Question 3.1. Find an 0(p + 1,0 + l)-invariant inner product on KerDRp,* (if 
exists). 
There are two points here, in comparison to the case Sp x Sq treated in §2: 
1) In Theorem 2.4, the unitarization of Ker AM was given by the use of the pseudo-
differential operator (\ — ASP)*. However, since a pseudo-differential operator 
is not a local operator, it is another problem to find its counterpart on Rp,q 
even though there is a conformal embedding RPtq <-* Sp x Sg. 
2) We have seen in Theorem 1.7 that the kernel of the Yamabe operator is pre-
served by the conformal group. However, this is not the case if we allow the 
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transformation to be meromorphic A price to pay is to replace Ker DR?,? by 
its suitable subspace in Theorem 1.7 (and in Question 3.1). 
With these points in mind, we shall give answers to Question 3.1 in two (apparently, 
very different) ways: by the use of the Green function (Theorem 3.4), and by an 
integration over a non-characteristic hyperplane (Theorem 3.6). 
Throughout this section, we shall assume that 
n = p + q 
is even and > 2 and that p, q > 1. 
3.2. (Hyperfunction of one variable). 
This subsection presents a quick review on Sato's hyperfunctions of one variable 
from [26]. The underlying idea becomes a hint to find the Green function (§3.4) and 
also an "intrinsic" inner product (§3.6). 
First of all, we recall Cauchy's integral formula 
2ҡг Jc z 
where C is a contour around the origin 0. We divide C into two parts C = —7+ + 7-
as below (here a < 0 < b). 
a 
7 -
Letting 7± be close to the real axis, we have 
rb 
where we define ^--j as a limit in the sense of Schwartz's distributions S'( 
:= lim • 
x±i0 yio x ± iy 
Conversely, one may regard that the distribution ~T-J "extends" holomorphically to 
the half plane {z eC : ±lmz > 0}. Its singularity at x = 0 is canceled by the 
multiplication of x: 
(3.2.2) - ^ 0 = 1 i n 5 ' ( R ) -
More precisely, the difference of -^-Q and ~-Q is given by the following formula: 
Lemma 3.2 (Dirac's delta). 
< 3 - 2 3 ' *>>-5.<-3o+;r-«i>-
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. It is enough to show, for any test function (p G Co°(R), 
(3-2.4) ^j\{x){j^ + -±-)dx = m. 
The equation (3.2.4) holds for a constant function (p because of Cauchy's integral 
formula (3.2.1). It follows from (3.2.2) that the equation (3.2.4) also holds if <p(x) is 
of the form y(x) = xip(x) (-0 G Co°(R))- Hence (3.2.4) holds for any ip G C0°°(
R)> in 
view of the expression 
y(x) = ip(0)±xi>(x\ ^ ) : = ^ X ) " ^ Q ) . 
x 
Thus, Lemma 3.2 is proved. • 
For any compactly supported distribution / G £'(R), we define distributions f± by 
f± := * /• 
J± 2nix±i0 J 
Then f±(x) extends holomorphically on a half-plane {z G C : ± Im z > 0} and we have 
(3.2.5) / = * * / = /+ + / -
by Lemma 3.2. Hence, / has an expression as the sum of "boundary values" of holo-
morphic functions. Likewise, any distribution / (possibly, with non-compact support) 
is expressed by the boundary values of holomorphic functions ([26]). 
3.3. (Fundamental solution and Green function of DRP,9). 
In this subsection, we explain a heuristic idea to find the invariant inner product 
(given in Theorem 3.4 below). 
We recall from §3.2, the following two equations of distributions of one variable: 
< 3 - 3 " 'w-a'^+rho'-
(3.3.2) " ^ b o " 1 




into (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) would result in the following equations in «S'(Rn): 
(3.3.3) 6(Q) = J L ( - ( g + 20)"1 + (Q - i0)~l) 
(3.3.4) Q-(Q- M)~l = 1. 
Here, following [3], we have defined distributions (Q ± i0)x as a meromorphic contin-
uation of 
lim(Q ± ieR)x, 
where R is a positive definite quadratic form. We note that the limit does not depend 
on the choice of R. In the left-hand side of (3.3.3), we define S(Q) to be the measure 
d/i supported on the cone 
C : = { C e R n : Q ( O = 0} 
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such that 
dQd\i = d£i • • • d^pdrji --drjq. 
We write down the measure dfi on C explicitly by 
J (j)dfi=- J [ [ <f>(su,sr))sp+q-3dsdudrj 
Jc 2 Jo JSP J59 
for a test function <j). Then 6(Q) becomes a distribution on Rn if n = p + q > 2. (We 
note that a general theory by using the wave front set is not enough to justify the 
"substitution" of Q into 6(x).) 
Now, we take the Fourier inverse T~x of (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) to obtain two equations 
in S'(Rn): 
(3.3.5) Eo = ^-(E-E) 
(3.3.6) DRP,qE = 5(x) 
where we put 
(3.3.7) ^ : = ^ - 1 ( W ) ) 
E-^-^dQ-iO)-1) 
(3.3.8) = 'I :' (XІ + - + XІ-УІ ^ + ѓO)1-?. 
Then (3.3.6) means that E is a fundamental solution of the ultra-hyperbolic equa­
tion DRp,qf = 0. An explicit formula of E0 (the Green function) can be written by 
using (3.3.5) and (3.3.8) (see also a recent paper [6] of Hormander on the Green func­
tion E0). 
3.4. (Integral expression of ultra-hyperbolic solutions). 
It follows from the formulas (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) that 
(3.4.1) DRp,qE0 = —(-DRP,qE + DRP,qE) = -^(-^(x) + 6(x)) = 0. 
Then, E0*<p solves the ultra-hyperbolic equation for any (p G Co°(R
n) because 
DRp,q(E0 *ip) = (DRP,qE0) * ip = 0. 
Therefore, if we define the integral transformation against the Green kernel .Bô  
S : C0°°(R
n) -+ C°°(Rn), ^ H E O * ^ , 
then its image constructs global solutions on Rn. 
On the image of S, denoted by Image 5, we define a sesqui-linear form (, )s by 
(3.4.2) ( A , / 2 ) s : = / [ E0(x-y)pl(x)~~~y)dxdy 
JRn JRn 
for fi = S((pi) e Image S (i = 1,2). The integral (3.4.2) converges because (pi ~ 
Oo°(Rn), and do not depend on the choice of w but only on /». 
Theorem 3.4 (Unitarization of ultrahyperbolic solutions; [22, Theorem 4.7]). 
1) Image S C KerDRp,q. 
2) (> )s is positive definite on Image 5. 
3) 0(p+1, g+1) acts unitarily on the completion of the pre-Hilbert space Image S. 
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Sketch of Proof: We have already explained the proof of (1). 
(2) corresponds to the positivity of the measure S(Q) = T(EQ) on Rn (see (3.3.7)). In 
fact, the inner product (, )s is proved to be equivalent (up to scalar) to the L2-inner 
product of functions on the cone C via the Fourier transform T ([22, Theorem 4.9]). 
(3) corresponds to the intertwining property (cf. (1.6.1)): 
(3.4.3) E7rw2 (H)0S=S0 -7n±2 (ft) (ft 6 G). 
(We have written (3.4.3) with a little abuse of notation. In fact, neither Co°(Rn) nor 
G°°(Rn) is preserved under w\ because the action of 0(p + 1, q + 1) on Rn = Rp+* is 
meromorphic.) We shall explain briefly why the intertwining property (3.4.3) leads to 
the conformal invariance of the inner product (, )s, namely, 
(3.4.4) (™^(h-l)h,wn^(h-l)f2)s = (h,h)s for any heH 
in the following subsection. • 
3.5. Suppose we are given a general pseudo-Riemannian manifold M of dimension n 
and an abstract self-adjoint operator S on L?(M) satisfying (3.4.3). On Image S, we 
define a sesqui-linear form (, )s by 
(fuh)s := (/I ,^2)L-(M) = (<Puh)L*{M) 
for h = S((pi) (i = 1,2). Here, the second equation follows from S = S*. Then, 





= / h(Lhx)<p2(Lhx)(L*hdx) 
JM 
= / h(x)<P2(x)dx 
JM 
=the right-hand side of (3.4.4). 
This explains that (3.4.3) formally implies (3.4.4), namely, the conformal invariance 
of the inner product. 
Remark 3.5. In [22], we used the naive ideas of §3.3 and §3.5 just as a guiding 
principle to Theorem 3.4(2) and (3), and took a different approach for an actual proof 
(with a little aid of representation theory) in order to avoid some technical difficulties. 
3.6. (Intrinsic inner product). 
The inner product in Theorem 3.4 gives an answer to Question 3.1, but it relies 
on the integral expression of ultra-hyperbolic solutions. In this subsection, we ask 
furthermore: 
Question. Write the invariant inner product on the solution space directly without 
the integral expression of solutions. 
An idea for this is to use the Cauchy data (or its variant) of the solution on a non-
characteristic hyperplane, say x\ = 0, as follows: Let / € Ker ~\P« . We regard / as a 
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hyperfunction of the first variable, and as in (3.2.5) we write 
(3.6.1) f(xu x2, • • • ,yq) = f+(xu x2, • •. ,y q) + f-(xu x2, • .%). 
where f±(x\,x2)--- , xpi yu • • • , yq) extend holomorphically with respect to x\ in some 
regions of ±lmz\ > 0. We define a sesqui-linear form (, )w as the polarization of the 
following quadratic form: 
(3.6.2) (/, f)w := -j= J^JfJ^ ~ f-^)\xl=odx2 • • • dxpdVl • • • dyq. 
It is easy to see that the right-hand side of (3.6.2) is independent of the decomposition 
(3.6.1). Surprisingly, the following equation holds: 
47r(, )w = (, )s on Image S. (3.6.3) 
Hence, we have: 
Theorem 3.6 ([22, Theorem 6.2]). The sesqui-linear form (, )w is positive definite 
on Image 5 and invariant under the meromorphic and conformal actions of 0(p + 
1,9+1). 
If we replace the hyperplane x\ = 0 by another one y\ = 0 in (3.6.2), then the 
resulting inner product is still the same. Since any non-characteristic hyperplane in 
Rp'9 is conjugate to either x\ = 0 or y\ = 0 by the isometry group Isom(Rp'9) ~ 
0(p,g)xRp '9, Theorem 3.6 implies that the right-hand side of (3.6.2) does not change 
for any non-characteristic hyperplane. Thus, even the isometry invariance of (, )w 
is not trivial. Furthermore, a special case of the translation invariance amounts to a 
remarkable "conservation law" in the Minkowski space for the wave equation (namely, 
the case p = 1) (see [28], [22, §6.7]). It is interesting that the inner product enjoys 
the invariance of Confm(Rp'9), which is much larger than Conf(Rp'*) = Isom(Rp'9) ^ 
0(p,g)xRp+*. 
3.7. (Stereographic projection and conformal embedding). 
For the convenience of the readers, we shall compare the results of §2 (the case 
Sp x S*) and §3 (the case Rp'*) in §3.7 and §3.8. 
1) Riemannian case 
First, we recall a usual stereographic projection, which gives a conformal dif-
feomorphism between an open dense subset of the standard Riemannian sphere 




— S n\{(--i,o,.-. ,0)} 
l+ЦĽ 
(-iA-,0), 
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2) General case (pseudo-Riemannian case) 
Next, we generalize the above map to an embedding of the flat pseudo-Rie­
mannian manifold Rp,g into the pseudo-Riemannian manifold SpxSq as follows: 
# : R™ w Sp x Sq, 
u,*„ 1 n N2-M2 T T f 1 . \*\
2-\v\\ 
Here, 5 P x 5 9 is regarded as a submanifold of R 1 + p + 9 + 1 , and we put 
r(x,y) := 
\ 
1+ (-Ф-У) И*^)} 
Then, ^ is a conformal map in view of the formula: 
T * _ l 
* 9SPxSq " Tfo^**" 
The image of * is roughly a half of Sp x Sq, namely, {(uyv) e S
p x Sq : 
u0 + vq> 0}. We write (S
p x Sq)/Z2 for the quotient manifold of 5^ x S
q 
with respect to the equivalence relation in Sp x Sq: 
(u,v) ~ (—u, — v). 
Then \I> induces a conformal compactiflcation: 
W>q <-+ (Sp x Sq)/Z2. 
Then the group 0(p+l,q+l) acts meromorphically on Rp,q as an open dense 
subset of (Sp x Sq)/Z2. We note that - I = diag(-l, • • • , -1) G 0(p+1, q +1) 
acts identically on (Sp x Sq)/Z2. Thus, the quotient group 0 ( p + l , q+l)/{±I} 
acts effectively on Rp,qr, and in fact we have 
Coiifm(Rp'*) ~ 0(p + 1, q + 1)/{±I}. 
3.8. Let us compare the results of §2 and §3. First, we summarize conformal groups, 




2 .A a2 A - A A (p+g--)(p-^) 
i=l * j = l *-* 
Confm(Rp,<?) ~ 0(p + 1, q + l)/{±/} 0(p +1,9 + 1) ~ Conf(M) 
U U U U 
Isom(Rp'9) ~ 0(p, ?)xRp+<7- 9_J 0(p + 1) x 0(g + 1) ~ Isom(M). 
We define the twisted pull-back of the conformal map \I> by 
$* : C°°(M) -> C7°°(RP+9), F ^ T-^VF. 
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Then #* sends Ker AM into KerDRP,* by Corollary 1.4. In the following diagram 
C7°°(M) *^C°°(W+q) 
U U 
KerA M - ^KerD R P , , J- CŠ
>{RP+<I), 
we can prove 
Image S C ^*(KerAM). 
In other words, if ip G C^(Rp+q) then S(tp) € C°°(Rp+<*) extends to a smooth solution 
on Sp x Sq. The inner products (, )M in §2, (, ) s and (, )w in §3 have the following 
relations: 
Theorem 3.8. In the above setting, if 
fi = Si(<Pi) = &(Fi)(e Kernel 
for w e CF(W+q), Fi e Ker AM (i = 1,2), then we have 
24-p~q(Fl} F2)M = 47r(/1, f 2 ) w = (A, f 2 ) s . 
The proof of Theorem 3.8 is given in [22, §4 and §6]. 
§4. (DISCRETELY DECOMPOSABLE) BRANCHING LAWS 
This section gives a short survey of general results on branching laws of unitary 
representations with emphasis on discretely decomposable cases (see [4, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 18, 24] for some of recent results). In §5, we shall find discretely decomposable 
branching laws from the conformal group to various isometry subgroups. 
4.1. We consider a general setting: 
G ' c G i GLc(W), 
where G is a group, G' is its subgroup and (71*, H) is a unitary representation of G. 
The restriction of n to G' is no more irreducible in general. By a branching law, 
we mean the irreducible decomposition of the restriction TT\G''. 
r 
JG' 
7Г|G' -r-- / mҡ(т)тdџ(т) 
defined on a direct integral of Hilbert spaces against a measure dfi on the unitary 
dual G'. Here, 
m f f : 5
; - > N U {00} 
is a measurable function, which stands for the multiplicity. Such an irreducible de­
composition is unique if G is a reductive Lie group (more generally, if G is of type I 
in the sense of von-Neumann algebras). 
4.2. In this subsection, we give a simple example of branching laws of unitary 
representations. Let G = 5L(2, R) and ri = L2(R). We define a unitary representation 
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7r on H by 
*(g):L2(R)^L2(R), f(x)„—L-f{^±±) 
\cx + a\ ex + a 
for g - 1 = ( ,) G G. We consider three subgroups N, A and K. 
GDG':={ 
N:={{o i ) : x G R > ^ R > 
K:={(C0Sea -^/V^R/JhrZ} -S
1 . l\^sin0 cosflj ' ' 
Then the unitary dual of N, A and K is parameterized by R, R and Z, respectively, 
as usual. 
Exercise: Find branching laws of the restrictions TT\N} TT\A and TT\K-
Answers: There exist unitary equivalent maps: 
I® 
(4.2.1) 7T\N — / e^df (no discrete spectrum), 
JR 
I® 
(4.2.2) 7r|yi ~ / 2eia*d£ (no discrete spectrum), 
JR 
(4.2.3) ir\K ~^2
 e%n9 (discretely decomposable). 
n€2Z 
Sketch of Proof: 
1) The restriction 7T\N is nothing but the regular representation of the abelian Lie 
group R on L2(R). Therefore, the branching law (4.2.1) is obtained by means 
of the Fourier transform. 
2) Correspondingly to the decomposition R = R>oU {0} UR<o, the Hilbert space 
L2(R) splits as 
(4.2.4) L2(R) ~ L2(R>0) 0 L
2(R<0). 
Each component is unitarily equivalent to the regular representation of the 
abelian Lie group A ~ R. Hence, we have the branching law (4.2.2), especially, 
the multiplicity of eta* is two. 
3) By using the isomorphism (up to scalar) between Hilbert spaces: 
| cos f | 
the branching law (4.2.3) reduces to the Fourier series expansion of L2^1). 
4.3. (iY-finite vectors and (fl, /Q-modules). 
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Generalizing the feature of Theorem 2.4 (4) or the branching law (4.2.3) of the last 
case, we introduce the following notion: 
Definition 4.3.1 ([13, §1]). In the setting of §4.1, we say the restriction n\c is 
G'-admissible if it decomposes discretely and the multiplicity ra^r) is finite for any 
r G f f . 
Let G be a real reductive linear Lie group, and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. 
Here is Harish-Chandra's fundamental result on admissible restrictions to maximal 
compact subgroups. 
Theorem 4.3.2 ([5]). For any TT G G, the restriction 7T\K is K-admissible. 
For the proof, we refer also to [30, Theorem 3.4.1]. 
We return the previous example of G = SL(2,R). In (4.2.3), instead of the Hilbert 
space 
L2(SX) = ]T eCe i n* (discrete sum of Hilbert spaces), 
neZ 
on which the group G = SL(2, R) acts continuously, one may consider its dense sub-
space 
£2(5l)*-finite : = 0Cein6 (algebraic direct sum), 
neZ 
on which both the Lie algebra g = sl(2, R) and a maximal compact subgroup K = 
SO(2) act in a compatible way (so called a (g,K)-module). Here, we note that 
L2(S1) is not preserved by the differential action of the Lie algebra g. Neither does 
L2(5Vfinite by t h e SrouP G-
More generally, let ir be a continuous representation of G defined on a Frechet 
space ri. We assume that n has the following property (cf. Definition 4.3.1): 
Tnn(r) = dim Horner, TT\K) < oo for any r G K. 
Then one can define a differential action of the Lie algebra g on a dense subspace of W, 
WK-finite := {v G ri : dimc C-span{7r(k)'y : k G K} < oo}, 
so that the (g,K)-module structure, denoted by KK-fimte, is naturally defined on 
Wtf.fimte. 
The notion of (g) K)-modules has been a powerful algebraic tool of unitary repre-
sentation theory of real reductive Lie groups. The point here is: 
1) No topology is specified. 
2) Representation theoretic properties (e.g. composition series) are not lost in 
passing from G-modules to (g, K)-modules. 
We refer to [10], [30], and references therein for the theory of (g, K)-modules, which 
is built on the K-admissibility of the restriction TT\K-
4.4. For a non-compact subgroup G' and for a unitary representation n of G, we 
ask: 
Problem ([13]). When does the restriction 7r|c become G'-admissible ? 
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The branching law of the restriction 7T|G' sometimes contains continuous spectrum 
as in the examples (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), and consequently is not G'-admissible. Here is 
a sufficient condition for the restriction 7r|c to be G'-admissible: 
Theorem 4.4 ([14, Theorem 2.9]). Let G D G' be a pair of reductive linear Lie 
groups, and n G G. If 
(4.4.1) Cone(G') n AS/^TT) = {0}, 
then 7T|G' is G'-admissible. 
Here, Cone(G') and AStf(7r) are closed cone in R' determined respectively by G' 
and 7r, where / is the rank of K. We refer to [16], Definition 4.2 for the definition of 
Cone(G'); and [14, §2.7] for that of the asymptotic if-support ASK(TT) which was 
introduced by Kashiwara and Vergne [9]. A main tool for Theorem 4.4 is the micro-
local study of characters by using the wave front set (or the singularity spectrum). 
The following very special cases may help us to understand Theorem 4.4. 
(4.4.2) Cone(G') = {0} <* G'D K. 
(4.4.3) ASK(TT) = {0} «-> dim7r<oo. 
In particular, if G' = K then the assumption (4.4.1) is automatically fulfilled. The 
conclusion of Theorem 4.4 in this case corresponds to Harish-Chandra's theorem (The-
orem 4.3.2). 
4.5. The criterion in Theorem 4.4 works in many important cases, as is illustrated 
by the following: 
Example 4.5 ([13], see also [16, Proposition 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.10]). 
1) Cone(G') is a linear subspace (modulo the Weyl group) if (G, G') is a symmetric 
pair. 
2) ASic(7r) is computable if TT is a discrete series representation, etc. 
Here, we say that (G, G') is a symmetric pair if there is an involutive automorphism 
a of the group G such tjiat G' is an open subgroup of Ga := {g G G : ag = g). For 
example, (GL(n,R),O(p,n — p)) is a symmetric pair. (To see this, we put a(g) := 
Ip.n-pY1 Ip,n-P, where /P|Tl_p = diag(l, • • • , 1, - 1 , • • - , -1) G GL(n,R).) 
4.6. Suppose that there is a G-invariant measure on a homogeneous space G/G. Let 
L2(G/G') be the Hilbert space consisting of square integrable functions on G/G'. Then 
we can define naturally a unitary representation of G on L2(G/G') by the pull-back 
of functions^ 
Let 7r G G. We say that 7r is a discrete series representation for G/G' if 
Homc(7r,L2(G/G'))^{0}. 
In relation to Theorem 4.4, we have the following exclusive law of discrete spectrum 
for the restriction and the induction: 
Theorem 4.6 ([15]). Let G be a non-compact real reductive linear Lie group, (G, G') 
a symmetric pair, andir G G. If Cone(G')HAS#(71-) = {0}. then HomG(7r, L2(G/G')) = 
{0}, namely, n is not a discrete series representation for G/G'. 
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4.7. (Applications of discretely decomposable restrictions). 
Let (7T, H) be an irreducible unitary representation of G, and G' a subgroup of G. 
As the K-admissibility theorem of Harish-Chandra (Theorem 4.3.2) has given a foun-
dation of algebraic representation theory of (fl, IQ-modules, we expect new methods 
and objects may arise from the G'-admissibility of the restrictions ir with respect to 
non-compact subgroups G'. Here is some listing of related topics: 
Representation theory 
(1) Study of representations of a subgroup G' as irreducible summands of 7T|G'. 
a) (IT: Weil representation). Construction of highest weight modules by the 
theta correspondence (Howe, Kashiwara-Vergne, Adams • • •). 
b) (IT: other "minimal" representations). Construction of "small" representa-
tions (Gross, Wallach, • • •). 
(2) Study of representations of G by means of the restrictions to subgroups G'. 
a) (Gf: compact). Theory of (g, K)-modules (Lepowsky, Harish-Chandra, 
b) (G': non-compact). Study of algebraic properties of "small" representa-
tions (Kobayashi, 0rsted, Li, Lee, Loke, • • •). 
(3) Branching laws of their own right. 
Non-commutative Harmonic Analysis 
(4) Construction of (new) discrete series representations for (non-symmetric and 
non-Riemannian) homogeneous spaces G/H. 
Number Theory 
(5) Topology of modular varieties in Clifford-Klein forms of Riemannian symmetric 
spaces. 
Let us mention briefly the role of discrete decomposability in (1) ~ (3). Discrete 
decomposability (or more strongly, the G'-admissibility) of the restriction 7r|G/ makes 
the construction easier in (1), gives a useful clue to (2), and enables us to approach 
(3) by purely algebraic methods. We refer to [16] for a short survey on this. 
As a simple example of (4), the complete classification of discrete series representa-
tions for non-symmetric homogeneous spaces such as G2(R)/-SX(3,R) and 
G2(K)/SU(2,1) is given by the branching laws 50(4,3) j G2(R) (see [13, Theo-
rem 6.4]), 
We refer to [17] for more details on (4) and (5) and references therein. 
4.8. As one may see from the criterion in Theorem 4.4, the restriction T:\G' tends 
to be discretely decomposable if AS#(7r) is "small". Loosely, this is the case if the 
(infinite dimensional) representation n is "small". It turns out that the representations 
of conformal groups constructed in §1 are often "small". In fact, the following inclusive 
relations 
Ker AM C C°°(M) and Conf (M) D Isom(M) 
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may give a feeling on the "size" of representation spaces compared to groups: 
. KerAM . C~(M) 
size of ——TTT-p- < size of Conf(Af) Isom(M) ' 
namely, the representation space KerAM with respect to the group Conf(M) is much 
"smaller" if we compare a usual representation of Isom(M) on C°°(M). For example, 
AS#(7r) is one dimensional if IT is the representation constructed in §2. More precisely, 
we have: 
Example 4.8 (cf. [14, Example 3.4]). Let p + q be even, and p, q > 2. 
1) There is a vector v such that AS#(tup'g) = R+ • v. (Clearly, this is a non-zero 
minimal cone.) 
2) Let G' = 0(p'y q') x 0(p", q") be a natural subgroup of G with p' +p" =p and 
q' + q" = q. Then 
ASK(zv
p'q) H Cone(G') = {0} «=> min(p ' , / , q', q") = 0. 
In particular, the restriction &p'q\o(p,q')xO(q") is discretely decomposable, and 
Theorem 4.6 says that the representation wp,q cannot be captured as discrete 
spectrum in L2(0(p, q)/(0(p, q') x 0(q"))) for any q' and q" with q' + q" = q. 
"Small" representations are currently one of the most mysterious part of unitary rep-
resentation theory of reductive Lie groups. Theorem 4.4 suggests that such representa-
tions fit well into the framework of admissible restrictions to non-compact subgroups. 
§5. YAMABE OPERATOR ON PSEUDO-HYPERBOLIC SPACES 
5.1. So far, we have been examined the solution space of the Yamabe operator on 
Sp x Sq and Rp,q. As a third example, we consider the pseudo-hyperbolic space: 
*P,q := {(*,2/) € R
p+« : |*|2 - \y\2 = 1} c- 0(p,q)/0{p-l,q). 
Here is an example for the case p + q = 3: 
K3,0 K2,l -^1,2 
The pseudo-Riemannian metric on XVA induced from R
p,q is of signature (p — 1, q). 
With this pseudo-Riemannian metric, Xp>q has a constant sectional curvature 1, and 
the Yamabe operator amounts to: 
(5.1.1) AxP)9 = AXp,g - \(p + q- l)(p + g - 3). 
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Let L2(XPtq) be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on XPtq with respect 
to the natural volume element. For A G C, we put 
Vr := {/ 6 L\Xp,q): £XpJ = (1 - A
2)/}. 
Since Vp,q = V™, we may and do assume Re A > 0 without loss of generality. The 
classification of discrete series representations for the pseudo-hyperbolic space XPtq ~ 
0(p, q)/0(p - 1, q) is well-known: 
Proposition 5.1 (cf. [2], [27]). 
1) (p = 1) Vx
p,q = {0} for any \eC. 
2) (p^l) Vx
p,q^{o}&\eP¥ + 2Zand\^0. 
Furthermore, the isometry group lsom(XPtq) ~ 0(p,q) acts irreducibly on each 
V\9> for \ep^ + 2Z. This representation will be denoted by 7r£9A. 
There exist also irreducible unitary representations 71+J (p + qieven) and irp,q_k (p + 
+» 2 
q:odd) of 0(p,q) which are not realized in L2(XPtq) but enjoy similar algebraic prop-
erties (see [21, §5.4] for a rigorous definition). 
Likewise, one can define irreducible unitary representations, denoted by 71 '̂A, of 
0(p, q) realized on a pseudo-hyperbolic space 
X~q := {(*, y) € W+
q : \x\2 - \y\2 = - 1 } - 0(p, q)/0(p, q - 1) 
for AGE±2 + 2 Z i f g > 1. 
5.2. Let us consider Problems A ~ D in §1.8 for the solution space Ker AXpq on the 
pseudo-hyperbolic space XPiq. An interesting case is where p + q is odd and p > 1, 
which we shall explain here. Then, we note that V[,q = Ker AXpq n L
2(XPtq) 7- {0}. 
On KerAxP)9, there is not only the action lsom(XPtq) ~ 0(p, G), but also the in-
finitesimal action of o(p, q + 1), which is the Lie algebra of the group Confm(XP(<~) of 
meromorphic conformal transformations. We shall treat Ker AXpq as a module of 
the pair (o(p, q + 1), 0(p, q)), corresponding to the Lie groups: 
Conim(XPtq) D Coni(XPtq) = lsom(XPtq). 
5.3. We put K = 0(p)x O(q) and define a subspace of C°°(XPtq) by 
W*« := (Ker AxP)J^.finite = {/ € Ker AXpiq : dimc C-span{k • / : k e K} < 00}. 
Then PVP'9 is dense in Ker AXpq. The Lie algebra o(p,q +1) acts linearly on W
p>q, and 
so does its complexified Lie algebra o(p + q + 1, C). 
Theorem 5.3 ([21, Proposition D]). Let m be odd. Then there exists a long exact 
sequence of o(m + 1, C)-modules: 
(5.3.1) 0 — > KV1'™"1 - ^ PV 2 '— 2 - ^ • • • ^ = > 2 K V — W — > 0 
such that we have isomorphisms as o(m + 1, C)-modules: 
(5.3.2) Ker^E-K^Vywt. 
(5-3.3) C o k e r ^ - ^ 1 - * ) ^ . . 
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for any (p, q) with p + q = m. Here, we recall §2.4 for the notation of the right-hand 
sides of (5.3.2) and (5.3.3). 
One can regard Theorem 5.3 as another (new) construction of the "minimal" rep­
resentations voa,b of indefinite orthogonal groups O(a,b) with a + b = m + l. An 
interesting feature of Theorem 5.3 is that there is no conformal local diffeomorphism 
among pseudo-hyperbolic spaces Xa$ of different signature, however, there exist Lie 
algebra homomorphisms among the solution spaces Ker Axa b. > 
5.4. Let p + q be odd, and p,q > 1. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that Problem B 
has a negative answer, namely, the irreducibility fails. This is so, even if we allow 
meromorphic transformations. Nevertheless, Wp,q is nearly irreducible, and its socle 
filtration is not very complicated. Here is a precise statement on the module structure 
Theorem 5.4. 
^Tq] 
JlCi ( K e r A x p „ ) K . f l n i t e ^ 
VJИ 
т ^ 1 ^ 
finite 
finite 
as o(p + q + 1, C)-modules, 
1 ^ 5 
.'2 Vf-finite WҖ 
^ ' 2 K-
finite 
"T ÎУ fr-finite ' 2 ł-Г-fìn (<•? 
+ ' 2 /ґ-fin.1 finite 
as o(p + a, C)-modules. 
We give some few comments on Theorem 5.4: 
1) The first formula in Theorem 5.4 means that (^p'q+l) K-fimte (respectively, 
(zup+1,9)#_ f inite) is isomorphic to the unique submodule (respectively, quotient) 
of (KeiAxPtq)K_nnite as o(p + q + 1, C)-modules. Thus, we have a non-splitting 
exact sequence 
(5.4.1) 0 --> K " + 1 ) ™ n i t e —> (Ker AXpJK_&nite — ( i * *
1 - % . * * . — 0 
of o(p + q + 1, C)-modules. In particular, the above socle filtration gives even 
a finer structure than what we have asked in Problem B. 
2) The solution space Ker AxPtq (or its dense subspace) is not unitarizable as a 
representation of the group Confm(XP)g) because the exact sequence (5.4.1) 
does not split. This gives a negative answer to Problem C (unitarizability), 
too. On the other hand, the isomorphism (5.3.2) implies that roughly a half of 
the solution space Ker AxPtq, namely, the submodule Ker <pp is unitarizable as 
a representation of Confm(XP)g). 
3) The second formula in Theorem 5.4 is regarded as branching laws with respect 
to: 
Confm(Xp,g) D Isom(Xp,g). 
Thus, Theorem 5.4 contains answers (and even more) to Problems A ~ D for 
XPiq with p + q odd. 
4) In view of the second formula in Theorem 5.4, Vf'9 = Ker AxPt9 H L
2(XPyq) 
2 
corresponds to only one piece (n^i) among four irreducible subquotients 
M
 + , 2 K-finite 
of (KerAx M )^ f l n i t e as o(p + a,C)-modules. Since Ker^ p ~ (tJ7
p,«+1)K.finite 
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decomposes into the direct sum 
+'~2 K-finite +>2 K-finite 
as o(p,g)-modules, the O(p, g + l)-invariant inner product on Kenpp must be 
a scalar multiple of the L2-inner product on XPyq when restricted to the second 
factor (it™)) , namely, (Vf,q) . The inner product when restricted to 
+ ' 2 K-finite 2 K-finite 
the first factor (^q_i) is not the L2-inner product and is more mysterious. 
+' 2 K-finite 
We shall consider the branching law in a more general setting in §5.5 and §5.6. 
5.5. (Conformal compactification). 
Let q = qf + q" (the previous case will correspond to <I" = 1). We define a map $ 
by: 
(5.5.1) $ : X^ x S*'-1 -> V-1 x S<~\ ((x,y'),y") ~ ( - | , - - ^ - - ) . 
Then $ is injective with open dense image. We induce pseudo-Riemannian structures 
on 
(5.5.2) Y := Xpj x S*""
1 
M := S*-1 x S9"1 
from Rp,g/ x R0,9" and Rp'9, respectively. Then, M is a special case of Y by putting 
c{ = 0. It follows from 
**9M = ±9Y 
that $ is a comformal map. In particular, if we define a twisted pull-back $* : 
C°°(M) -> C°°(M) by 
(*•/)(-) := M-^fWx)) 
then $* sends Ker AM injectively into Ker Ay. We shall explain it by means of the 
isometry group Y below. Since Ker AM extends to an irreducible unitary represen-
tation of 0(Plq) (see §2), we are curious about its counterpart for Ker Ay. Let us 
explain it by means of the irometry group of Y below. 
5.6. We summarize the settings for Y and M: 
Confm(r) ~ 0(p,q) a Conf(M) 
U U U 
Conf(y) = Isom(y) - -0(p,g ' )xO(g") ?-. Isom(M) 
(«V°) (q'?0) 
Theorem 5.6. Let p + q (> 4) be even, q = q' + q", and p, q > 2. Then the twisted 
pull-back <£* of the conformal embedding $ :Y —> M induces the following: 
1) (Discrete branching law; Confm(y) 1 Isom(F)). 
oo © 
(5.6.1) ™p'q\o(ptq')xO(q») ^ J2 ^ i _ i ®
 W W ) (discrete direct sum) 
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2) (Parseval-Plancherel theorem). For F G Ker AM, we decompose $*F as X^Fi 
according to (5.6.1). Then we have: 
(5-6.2) Mli = Ě(i + j-i)W\\bcn 
1=0 
Here || \\M is the norm corresponding to the invariant inner product (, )M 
defined in §2. 
Remark. 
1) There are a few cases where / + *- — 1 < 0. Then we can give a suitable 
interpretation of (I + *- — l)||-?i||^2(y) that justifies (5.6.2) by using analytic 
continuation. 
2) In the case qf = 0, we have Y ~ Sp~x x Sq~l and the above theorem coincides 
with Theorem 2.4 (3) and (4) (here, we need to change from (p,q)to(p + l,q + 
-))• 
3) In the case q" = 1, we have Y a Kp,9-i x 5°, namely, Y consists of two copies 
of Kp,g-i. Then Theorem 5.6 asserts that 
^ ' l o ^ - D - ^ ^ r 1 © ^ - 1 
2 2 
because W^R1) = 0 for / > 2. This is the case treated in Theorem 5.4 (here, 
we need to change from q to q + 1). 
5.7. (Open problems). 
We end this section with some open problems for interested readers. 
Let us consider a generalization of the setting (5.5.2) by putting 
Y = Xpitf X Xqttyptty 
where p' +p" =p and q' + q" = q. Then we have a conformal embedding 
* : Y «-> M. 
The setting of §5.1 corresponds to the case where p" = 0 and pf = p. Then, the twisted 
pull-back \1>* is similarly defined, and sends Ker AM injectively into Ker Ay. 
Open problem 5.7. 
1) Find explicitly branching laws of the representation mp>q of 0(p, q) when re­
stricted to 
I som(y)-0(p , , 9
, )xO(p , , , ( ?
, , ) . 
2) Find explicitly the inner product on (a subspace of) Ker Ay which is 0(p1q)-
invariant. 
As was stated in Theorem 5.6, this has been solved when min(p',t2/,p//Jg
//) = 0. For 
general pf)p"yq
f and g", the branching law from Confm(y) to Isom(y) must contain 
continuous spectrum (cf. Example 4.7(2)) and involve more analytic aspects. 
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